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The BC is NOT the property of the governmental services corporations
operating as your "State" and usurping the public trust you are owed.
The Birth Certificate is your property--- your "indemnity receipt" given
to you in exchange for the legal title they have received to your estate.
When you present yourself with a certified copy of your Birth
Certificate in hand, you hold both the legal and beneficial title--- the
complete title-- to your name and your property in hand. There can be
no excuse for any judge or lawyer mistaking this fact, but they
routinely contrive to continue presuming a role as executive
administrator of your estate and pretend to have the right to overrule
you --- the lawful beneficiary of your estate --- on the basis of
deliberately falsified public records held by the probate courts. The
probate courts have been "misinformed" to the effect that you are
missing, and as a result, you have been "presumed dead" and
declared legally dead as if you were Robinson Crusoe. Acting upon this
known and obviously false presumption, the judges act as "executors
de son tort"--- and dispose of you and your property however they see
fit, instead of honoring your instructions to them as the lawful
beneficiary of your own estate. This is a form of fraud known as a
"Reverse Trust Scheme" in which the trustee of an estate, public or
private, contrives to usurp the position of the lawful beneficiary for
their own or an accomplice's gain. It is being done via the use of
deceitfully similar names, e.g., John Quincy Adams versus JOHN
QUINCY ADAMS and they are getting away with it because the basis of
the fraud has been set up many years before you ever enter a
courtroom and it has all been accomplished without your knowledge or
consent ---- while you were still a baby in your cradle---- and equally
without the knowledge or consent of your parents.

